Mechanical force modulates a wide array of cell physiological processes. Cells sense and respond to mechanical stimuli using a hierarchy of structural complexes spanning multiple length scales, including force-sensitive molecules and cytoskeletal networks. Understanding mechanotransduction, i.e., the process by which cells convert mechanical inputs into biochemical signals, has required the development of novel biophysical tools that allow for probing of cellular and subcellular components at requisite time, length, and force scales and technologies that track the spatio-temporal dynamics of relevant biomolecules. In this review, we begin by discussing the underlying principles and recent applications of atomic force microscopy, magnetic twisting cytometry, and traction force microscopy, three tools that have been widely used for measuring the mechanical properties of cells and for probing the molecular basis of cellular mechanotransduction. We then discuss how such tools can be combined with advanced fluorescence methods for imaging biochemical processes in living cells in the context of three specific problem spaces. We first focus on fluorescence resonance energy transfer, which has enabled imaging of intra-and inter-molecular interactions and enzymatic activity in real time based on conformational changes in sensor molecules. Next, we examine the use of fluorescence methods to probe force-dependent dynamics of focal adhesion proteins. Finally, we discuss the use of calcium ratiometric signaling to track fast mechanotransductive signaling dynamics. Together, these studies demonstrate how single-cell biomechanical tools can be effectively combined with molecular imaging technologies for elucidating mechanotransduction processes and identifying mechanosensitive proteins.
Introduction
While cells have long been understood to sense and respond to external biochemical stimuli, life scientists are increasingly beginning to appreciate that mechanical inputs can also powerfully regulate cell behavior, thus giving rise to the rapidly growing field of cellular mechanobiology. Mechanosensitivity, the ability of individual cells to sense mechanical stimuli from their surroundings, plays a central role in development, wound healing, tissue homeostasis, and many other critical physiological processes. Mechanotransduction refers to the process through which a cell converts a mechanical stimulus into a biochemical signal and may involve force-induced conformational changes in proteins that lead to opening of membrane channels, expose cryptic binding sites, or alter binding affinities, with eventual activation of signaling cascades (Wozniak and Chen, 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Bershadsky et al., 2003) . Identification of mechanosensory proteins therefore forms a critical piece of our understanding of normal mechanotransduction and may lend insight into diseases that involve abnormal mechanotransduction. This in turn requires methods capable of applying localized forces to living cells under physiological conditions and tracking protein and signaling dynamics at the micro-and nanoscale.
In this review, we describe recent methodological advances in the study of mechanotransduction, with an emphasis on the dynamic tracking of mechanosensitive and mechanotransductive biomolecules in living cells. Key to these advances have been the creation of novel optical probes that enable high-resolution measurement of protein conformation and enzymatic activity in living cells in the setting of applied mechanical force. We begin by reviewing methods for the mechanical interrogation of single living cells and then conclude by discussing how some of these methods have been integrated with optical tools to study mechanotransduction.
Tools for measuring mechanical properties of single cells
Over the past few decades, a wide range of methods has been developed for mapping the mechanical properties of living cells and/or subcellular components. These include micropipet aspiration (MPA) (Evans and Hochmuth, 1976; Hochmuth, 2000; Jones et al., 1999) , traction force microscopy (TFM) (Beningo et al., 2001; Butler et al., 2002; Munevar et al., 2001) , atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Rotsch et al., 1999; Neuman and Nagy, 2008; Radmacher et al., 2007) , magnetic twisting cytometry (MTC) (Wang et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2002) , subcellular laser ablation (SLA) (Lele et al., 2006 (Lele et al., , 2006b Kumar et al., 2006) , micropost array detectors (MPADs) (Nelson et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2003) , laser particle tracking microrheology (LPTM) (Tseng et al., 2002; Yamada et al., 2000) , and many other MEMSbased devices. While an exhaustive discussion of all these techniques is beyond the scope of this review, we begin by briefly exploring three of the most widely used approaches: AFM, MTC, and TFM.
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
AFM is a scanning probe microscopy technique that permits imaging and mechanical manipulation of biological materials at the micro-and nanoscale (Fig. 1a) . Since its introduction in 1986 (Binnig et al., 1986) , AFM has become one of the most widely used biophysical tools in cell biology because of its ability to image biomolecules at nanometer-scale resolution, apply forces to cells over an extremely wide dynamic range (10-10 6 pN), and process samples in physiologic media and aqueous buffers (Radmacher et al., 2007; Kumar and Hoh, 2001) . AFM operates by tracking physical interactions between a sample and a nanometer-sized tip attached to the end of a highly flexible cantilever, with the magnitude of the cantilever's deflection reflecting interaction forces between tip and sample. AFM images can be obtained in two types of feedback modes: An ''AC'' mode in which the tip is oscillated at its resonant frequency and a constant amplitude is maintained as the sample is scanned, or in a ''DC'' (contact) mode in which the tip is brought into direct contact with the surface and the cantilever deflection is kept constant. AFM imaging has been widely used for studying the structure and mechanics of isolated biomolecules (Silva, 2005; Muller, 2008; Engel and Gaub, 2008) , components of the cell nucleus (Hansma et al., 2004; Hirano et al., 2008) , and subcellular cytoskeletal structures (Rotsch et al., 1999; Pesen and Hoh, 2005) . In addition to imaging, AFM has been successfully used in a force mode in which the tip is held in a fixed horizontal position and used to indent the sample. This approach has been applied with great success to measure the viscoelastic properties of many different cell types (Solon et al., 2007; Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000; Rotsch et al., 1997; Hofmann et al., 1997; Takai et al., 2005; Sen and Kumar, 2009 ) and tissue specimens (Engler et al., 2004; Matyka et al., 2007) , and alterations in stiffness associated with cell differentiation (Collinsworth et al., 2002) and disease progression (Engler et al., 2004; Lam et al., 2007; Rosenbluth et al., 2006) (Fig. 1b) . The imaging and force modes of AFM can be used in combination to estimate the forces associated with specific cellular processes, including migration (Laurent et al., 2005) , lamellipodial protrusion (Rotsch et al., 2001 (Rotsch et al., , 1999 , and cell division (Matzke et al., 2001) . AFM has also been utilized as a rheometer by driving the cell into the cantilever in an oscillatory fashion and using the cantilever to measure the amplitude and phase of the response (Mahaffy et al., 2000) . In addition to mechanical interrogation of cells and tissues, AFM has emerged as a particularly powerful probe of single-molecule conformational and binding properties, including unfolding of proteins (Bhasin et al., 2004; Law et al., 2003; Carl et al., 2001; Muller et al., 2006) and nucleic acids (Lee et al., 1994) . Using AFM, receptor-ligand interactions can also be probed by measuring unbinding forces between receptors and ligands covalently immobilized on the AFM tip and substrate, respectively (or vice versa). This approach has been successfully employed to estimate molecular binding strengths of various receptor-ligand systems such as integrin-collagen (Taubenberger et al., 2007) and cadherin-cadherin (Panorchan et al., 2006) . In recent studies, AFM has been used in conjunction with total internal fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy and magnetic tweezers for studying force-dependent binding interactions between talin and vinculin (del Rio et al., 2009 ). In addition to using purified proteins, living cells can also be used as probes for studying protein-cell and cell-cell adhesion, which has the added advantage of ensuring that proteins are in their native state. For example, Moy and coworkers demonstrated that leukocyte activation induces changes in the interaction between integrins and ICAM-I (Chen and Moy, 2000) . Cellular processes such as protein clustering and adhesion strengthening can also be studied by modulating the tip-sample contact time (Ahimou et al., 2004) .
Magnetic twisting cytometry (MTC)
In AFM, localized forces are exerted on biological samples by indentation. In contrast, MTC, which was first applied to cellsurface mechanotransduction by Wang et al. in 1993 (Wang et al., 1993 , exerts forces on cells through magnetic manipulation of surface-bound particles (Fig. 1c) . Specifically, cells are incubated with ferromagnetic or superparamagnetic beads coated with either full-length ECM proteins or cell-adhesive peptides (e.g. RGD), often at a multiplicity of 20 beads per cell (Lele et al., 2007) . Application of a strong magnetic field over a very short time orients and induces the magnetic dipoles of the beads to align along the horizontal direction. The application of a subsequent weak but sustained force along an orthogonal direction induces the beads to realign along this new direction, thereby twisting the surface-attached beads. The shear stiffness of the cell is calculated by measuring the bead rotation and the angular bead strain using a magnetometer. Some of the modifications and/or advances that have been made in the area of MTC include oscillatory MTC and 3D MTC. In oscillatory MTC, application of an oscillatory magnetic force allows the simultaneous tracking of both the elastic component and the viscous component of cell stiffness over the duration of force application (Fabry et al., 2001) . In 3D MTC, the transmission of mechanical forces applied through magnetic beads can be mapped to determine force-transduction pathways and probe the mechanical anisotropy of adherent cells (Hu et al., 2004) . In addition to measuring cell mechanical properties, MTC can be used to probe how strongly specific cell-surface receptors are coupled to the cytoskeleton and to identify proteins involved in various force-transduction pathways. For example, the limited rotation of RGD-bound beads in comparison to beads coated with antibodies to metabolic receptors provided one of the first direct demonstrations that ECM-bound integrins engage the cytoskeleton and therefore mechanically couple the cytoskeleton and ECM (Wang et al., 1993) . The role of the actomyosin network in modulating cell prestress and stiffness have been demonstrated in studies where myosin activators stiffen cells, and inhibitors soften them (Wang et al., 2002) . MTC has also been used to compare the capacity of various transmembrane proteins to transmit mechanical force (Wang and Ingber, 1995) . In human airway smooth muscle cells, oscillatory MTC has been used to demonstrate the heterogeneous nature of long-distance force transmission within the cell, together with buildup of displacements and stresses at discrete sites (Hu et al., 2003) (Fig. 1d ).
Traction force microscopy (TFM)
In contrast to AFM and MTC, where cell properties are quantified by locally applying forces to the cell surface, TFM measures contractile (traction) forces exerted by cells against the ECM (Fig. 1e ). An early demonstration of traction forces between cells and the ECM was provided by Harris and coworkers (Harris et al., 1981; Harris et al., 1980) , who visualized cells wrinkling . AFM can be operated either in DC (contact mode) in which the tip is brought into direct contact with the surface and the cantilever deflection is kept constant, or in AC (tapping) mode in which the tip is oscillated at its resonant frequency and a constant amplitude is maintained as the sample is scanned. thin, silicone membranes during migration. However, the inherently nonlinear nature of wrinkling complicated quantitative extraction of traction forces from these observations. That problem was overcome with the introduction of traction force microscopy (TFM), which infers tractional stresses and strains from the motions of fiduciary beads embedded in a hydrogelbased ECM (Pelham and Wang, 1997) . The emergence of polyacrylamide gels (Pelham and Wang, 1997; Kandow et al., 2007) , which are linearly elastic, optically clear, and amenable to protein conjugation, as a common platform for studying the effects of ECM stiffness on cell behavior has helped made TFM a widely used tool for measuring cell generated traction forces. In a TFM experiment, cells are cultured on ECM-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels studded with fluorescent fiduciary beads whose spatial distribution tracks strains within the gel. Traction forces are then determined by recording, comparing, and analyzing bead displacements prior to (''stressed'') and following (''unstressed'') chemical detachment of the cell. A variety of continuum approaches have been developed for solving the inverse problem of calculating traction forces from bead displacements Dembo and Wang, 1999; Yang et al., 2006) . For example, Dembo and Wang used a computationally intensive mesh-based approach in their pioneering measurements of traction forces exerted by fibroblasts during locomotion (Dembo and Wang, 1999; Dembo et al., 1996) . Later, Butler and colleagues developed a different approach based on transformation of the ECM stress-strain relationship into Fourier space . Since then, TFM has been used to measure traction forces in a variety of different cell types (Wang et al., 2002; Doyle and Lee, 2005; Iwadate and Yumura, 2008; Curtze et al., 2004; TolicNorrelykke and Wang, 2005) (Fig. 1f) , to elucidate the contributions of actomyosin contractility to the generation of these forces (Iwadate and Yumura, 2008; Lombardi et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007) , and to correlate altered traction forces with cellular pathology. For example, the linear relationship between traction force and substrate stiffness observed in normal cells is lost in transformed cells and may explain these cells' unregulated growth . Such alterations in traction forces have also been observed in transformed sarcoma cells where aggressive invasion into the surrounding matrix has been attributed to increased Rho/ROCK signaling (Rosel et al., 2008) . As the resolution of TFM has increased, it has become possible to measure traction forces generated by individual, micron-sized adhesions. For example, in GFP-zyxin transfected fibroblasts, large traction forces have been observed at transient adhesions at the leading edge, whereas small tractions have been observed at mature focal adhesions (Beningo et al., 2001) . Recently, TFM has been combined with fluorescence speckle microscopy (FSM) to reveal a biphasic dependence of traction forces on actin retrograde speed, with F-actin speed related inversely to traction force at transient adhesions and more directly so at large, mature focal adhesions (Gardel et al., 2008) . TFM has also helped inspire the development of microfabricated post-array detectors (MPADs), which greatly simplify the quantification of cell-ECM tractional forces by placing cells atop a bed of elastic pillars whose deformations offer a direct readout of local cell-induced stresses (Tan et al., 2003) .
Direct visualization of mechanotransduction in living cells: selected examples
Having reviewed several methods for probing mechanotransduction, we now discuss specific, recently reported cases in which some of these tools have been combined with traditional optical imaging technologies to directly visualize the interconversion of mechanical and biochemical information in living cells.
Measuring mechanotransduction with optical probes
Incorporation of a fluorescent label represents one of the simplest ways to study the localization dynamics of specific molecules in living cells. Due to the discovery of a range of fluorescent proteins with diverse spectral properties that permit imaging with high spatial and temporal resolution, optical probes can be used for studying the interactions between different proteins involved in mechanotransduction (Wang et al., 2008) . But perhaps the most exciting recent use of fluorescence imaging in the context of mechanotransductive signaling has been the combination of mechanobiology tools with advanced molecular imaging technologies, which include TIRF (Iwadate and Yumura, 2008; Ueda et al., 2001) , fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) (Lele et al., 2006a (Lele et al., , 2006b , fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (Yu et al., 2006) , chromophore-assisted laser inactivation (CALI) (Tour et al., 2003; Rajfur et al., 2002) , fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) (Verveer et al., 2000) , and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). These novel approaches are beginning to enable the application of a range of mechanical forces for perturbing living cells while following the temporal and spatial dynamics of specific mechanotransductive molecules. Of all of these technologies, FRET has emerged as a particularly powerful tool for visualizing signal transduction in response to mechanical stimulation. FRET is a form of non-radiative energy transfer observed between donor and acceptor fluorophores when the emission spectrum of the donor overlaps with the excitation spectrum of the acceptor. Critically, FRET efficiency between a donor and acceptor decays as the separation distance to the sixth power, which in practical terms means that a FRET signal is observed only when the donor and the acceptor are less than 10 nm apart. FRET-based reporters have been developed to probe the dynamics of a wide variety of focal adhesion proteins and signaling molecules (Kraynov et al., 2000; Nalbant et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2008; Pertz et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005) , and can easily be combined with force measurements to study mechanotransduction. For example, FRET has been utilized for studying the interaction between focal adhesion kinase (FAK), paxillin, and Cas and their phosphorylation at focal adhesions by expressing different combinations of these proteins fused to cyan and yellow fluorescent proteins as FRET donor and acceptor pairs (Ballestrem et al., 2006) . The development of FRET sensors based on fusion of donor/acceptor fluorophores to the GTPases Rho, Rac, and Cdc42 and their binding partners has significantly added to our understanding of the activation and spatio-temporal dynamics of these GTPases in various cellular processes (Kraynov et al., 2000; Nalbant et al., 2004; Pertz et al., 2006) . For example, in endothelial cells, FRET was used to demonstrate conformational changes in a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) in response to mechanical stimulation, independent of ligand engagement (Chachisvilis et al., 2006) .
Src activation in response to externally applied force was visualized using a FRET-based sensor in an elegant and influential study by . In this study, the authors developed a genetically encoded Src reporter for imaging and quantification of Src activation in HUVEC cells. The Src reporter was composed of (from N to C terminus) CFP, an SH2 domain, a flexible linker, a p130Cas-derived Src substrate peptide, and YFP. When the Src phosphorylation domain is non-phosphorylated, the CFP and the YFP molecules are in close spatial proximity and therefore undergo strong FRET. In contrast, Src phosphorylation produces a conformational change that separates the CFP and YFP moieties and dramatically weakens the FRET signal (Fig. 2a, b) . The authors then used OT to apply tensile forces to the cell surface via fibronectin-coated beads, which remarkably led to waves of Src activation in a spatially directed and temporally coordinated fashion away from the site of force application (Fig. 2c) . Such activation was absent when similar forces were applied through polylysine-coated beads or when cells were treated with cytoskeletal poisons. These results directly demonstrate connections between the activation and propagation of Src and mechanical stimulation and illustrate the importance of an intact cytoskeleton to those connections.
In another creative combination of FRET-based probes with mechanobiological tools, FRET was used in conjunction with TFM for tracking traction-dependent adhesion clustering (Kong et al., 2005) . Here, MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts were allowed to spread on alginate hydrogels of defined stiffnesses. As a first step, G 4 RGDASSK oligopeptides were chemically conjugated to sodium alginate gels and then labeled with either Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 546, with Alexa Fluor 488 as the donor and Alexa Fluor 546 as the acceptor. The hydrogels were then prepared by mixing equal volumes of the labeled polymer solutions with calcium sulfate. FRET signals were only observed in regions of the gel were cells were adhering to the substrate and actively pulling on the substrates, thereby bringing the donor and acceptor in close proximity. Increasing the density of adhesion ligands led to corresponding increase in FRET signal at the peripheries of adherent cells indicating local compression. Nocodazole treatment, which is known to stimulate contractility, led to an increase in FRET intensity because of increased traction forces and focal adhesion formation at the cell periphery. While an increase in hydrogel stiffness from 20 to 110 kPa led to a corresponding increase in traction forces, the FRET signal was biphasic in nature with maximal traction forces observed on 60 kPa gels. In a subsequent study, the same investigators extended this technique to quantify the number of ligand-receptor bonds formed by cells in a three-dimensional ECM gel (Kong et al., 2006) .
Force-induced biophysical changes in focal adhesion proteins
The need for many tissue cells to adhere to a solid matrix and their inability to survive in suspension underscores the importance of adhesions in cellular survival function (Discher et al., 2005) . In addition to physically coupling cells to the surrounding ECM, focal adhesions are increasingly understood to play a critical role in mechanosensing and mechanotransduction. The sensory function of focal adhesions is made possible by the complex interaction between the vast number ( 450) of structural and signaling proteins, which modulate focal adhesion assembly, maturation, and turnover ). Some of these molecules bind transmembrane integrins, thereby linking the cytoskeleton to the ECM. For example, the cytoplasmic domain of b-integrin subunits directly interact with talin (Legate and Fassler, 2009; Lele et al., 2008; Giannone et al., 2003) , a-actinin (Otey and Carpen, 2004; Otey et al., 1990) , and filamin (Legate and Fassler, 2009; Calderwood et al., 2001; Critchley et al., 1999) , all of which directly bind F-actin. Key focal adhesion-associated signaling molecules include protein tyrosine kinases (e.g., FAK Frey et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2001 and Src Wang et al., 2005; Galbraith et al., 2002) , protein tyrosine phosphatases (e.g., RPTP-a von Wichert et al., 2003) , serine-threonine kinases (e.g., integrin-linked kinase Sakai et al., 2003) , and proteases (e.g., calpain Glading et al., 2002) . Other important focal adhesion proteins include vinculin (Coll et al., 1995; Ziegler et al., 2006) , zyxin (Lele et al., 2006a (Lele et al., ,2006b Yoshigi et al., 2005) and paxillin (Ballestrem et al., 2006; Katoh et al., 2007) . The collective signaling of these molecules determines the dynamics of focal adhesion and mechanotransduction (Bershadsky et al., 2003; Geiger et al., 2001; Geiger et al., 2009 internal contractile forces or externally applied forces) is necessary for the formation, maintenance, and growth of stable focal adhesions (Riveline et al., 2001; Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996) , removal of force either by myosin inhibition (Totsukawa et al., 2004) or caldesmon expression (Helfman et al., 1999; Grosheva et al., 2006) , can produce focal adhesion disassembly. Focal adhesions also play an important role in sensing ECM rigidity, as observed in the preferential spreading of cells and formation of stable adhesions on stiff substrates (Pelham and Wang, 1997) , migration in the direction of increased rigidity (Lo et al., 2000) , and reinforcement of integrin-cytoskeleton bonds upon application of force (Galbraith et al., 2002; Choquet et al., 1997) . Though the role of focal adhesions in mechanosensing is clear from the above-mentioned studies, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain unclear. Using stretchable substrates, Sheetz and coworkers (Sawada et al., 2006) demonstrated the role of p130Cas in adhesiondependent mechanotransduction. Earlier, the same group had shown that stretching of triton-insoluble cytoskeletons leads to increased binding of paxillin, FAK, and p130Cas to cytoplasmic proteins, and that increased tyrosine phosphorylation of p130Cas is involved in the force-dependent activation of the small GTPase Rap1 (Tamada et al., 2004; Sawada and Sheetz, 2002) . In this study, the authors first demonstrated that such stretch-dependent increase in p130Cas phosphorylation was also present in intact cells. Since no increase in c-Src activity was found, the authors hypothesized that increased p130Cas phosphorylation may be due to stretch-dependent increased susceptibility of p130Cas to baseline phosphorylation by c-Src rather than increased c-Src activity per se. This hypothesis was tested by creating a recombinant p130Cas substrate domain that was biotinylated at both the amino and carboxyl terminals, and bound to avidin on a stretchable substrate. Consistent with the hypothesis, p130Cas phosphorylation increased in proportion to stretch though no increase in c-Src activity was measured. Further, using an antibody that recognizes the extended form of p130Cas, the authors demonstrated that p130Cas was localized at sites of high traction forces in living cells. Together, these results support a role for p130Cas in force sensing, and suggest increased susceptibility to phosphorylation as a general mechanism for cell signaling.
In addition to altered susceptibility to phosphorylation, forceinduced exposure of binding sites represents another important mode of mechanotransduction. Talin and vinculin are two important focal adhesion proteins implicated in cell adhesion and migration, with talin linking integrins to the cytoskeleton, and talin-vinculin interactions promoting cytoskeletal reorganization. In a recent study, the effect of force on this interaction was studied using a combination of magnetic tweezers, TIRF microscopy and AFM (del Rio et al., 2009 ). The talin rod (TR) domain contains up to 11 vinculin binding sites, with activation of these sites leading to conformational change in the vinculin head (Vh) domain. Of the 11 binding sites, 4 are inactive and are hypothesized to be activated by force-induced stretching of the talin rod domain. While magnetic tweezers were used to stretch talin rod domain chemically attached to a glass surface, binding-induced conformational change in the fluorescently-tagged Vh domain was monitored in TIRF, with a drop in the fluorescence intensity observed upon bleaching. The number of bleaching events was proportional to the magnitude of the applied force, suggesting that vinculin-talin binding was forcedependent. AFM was then used for studying the force-dependent stretching of the TR domain and determine the unfolding forces, contour lengths, and unfolding rate for the domain. Together, these results establish that force-induced stretching can expose cryptic binding sites for vinculin in the TR domain and that force-induced exposure of binding sites may represent a common pathway for mechanochemical signaling.
Calcium signaling
The importance of calcium signaling in biology is widely appreciated, and control of intracellular calcium concentrations plays an important role in regulating a wide range of cellular processes in essentially all cell types (Stossel, 1993; Evans and Falke, 2007; Sun et al., 2007) . Many mechanosensory and mechanotransductive proteins, such as a-actinin (Otey and Carpen, 2004) , gelsolin (Sun et al., 1999) , and myosin light chain kinase (Takashima, 2009) , are strongly regulated by calcium binding. Cell contractility and adhesion turnover are tightly regulated by intracellular calcium, and transient increases in intracellular calcium are frequently observed in highly motile cells (Doyle and Lee, 2005; Doyle et al., 2004) . In fibroblasts, substrate stretch leads to increases in intracellular calcium and traction forces, whereas depletion of extracellular calcium reduces traction forces (Munevar et al., 2004) . Activation of calcium ion channels in HUVECs in response to local stretching of actin stress fibers with laser tweezers revealed a new function of the actin cytoskeleton as a force-transmitting device (Hayakawa et al., 2008) . While migrating cells have long been known to exhibit a global calcium gradient with lowest concentration at the leading edge (Brundage et al., 1991) , the existence of high-calcium microdomains at the leading edge observed in recent studies points to a role of calcium in modulating the turning behavior of migrating cells (Wei et al., 2009) . In contrast to global calcium gradients in migrating cells, recent reports have documented the existence of oscillatory calcium levels in mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) cultured on compliant matrices. In earlier studies, substrate rigidity was shown to play a key role in directing MSC differentiation with neuronal differentiation observed on soft substrates and osteogenic differentiation observed on stiff substrates (Engler et al., 2006) . Interestingly, substrate rigidity also influenced the amplitude and the frequency of calcium oscillations, with negligible oscillations observed on soft 1 kPa substrates, and significantly higher levels of oscillations on stiffer substrates (Kim et al., 2009) .
In a particularly interesting use of calcium ratiometric imaging to study mechanotransduction, AFM was used to determine the strains required to elicit calcium transients in osteoblasts (Charras and Horton, 2002) . In this study, calcium transients were tracked after the application of localized indentational forces on cultured osteoblasts with an AFM tip (Fig. 3a, b) . In response to mechanical stimulation, an increase in intracellular calcium was observed in 48% of the cells. Further, these transients were observed 13% during indentation, 13% during retraction, and 22% during both indentation and retraction, with propagation of transients to neighboring cells observed in some instances. Also, calcium stimulation was dependent on the amount of strain imparted during indentation, and followed a sigmoidal profile (Fig. 3c) . Interestingly, although pharmacologic disruption of the actin cytoskeleton led to cell softening, no changes in calcium transients were observed. In contrast, disruption of microtubules or intermediate filaments markedly reduced calcium transients. These results indicate the existence of stretch-activated calcium channels and voltage-sensitive calcium channels as two distinct pathways for processing mechanical stimuli.
Stretch-activated calcium channels have also been implicated in the motility of keratocytes. The spatio-temporal regulation of traction forces by calcium in keratocytes was demonstrated by combining calcium imaging and traction force microscopy on gelatin substrates (Doyle et al., 2004) . In this study, the correlation between traction forces and calcium influx was studied by monitoring the changes in traction forces during individual calcium transients over a period of 5-30 s. An increase in calcium sensor fluorescence led to a corresponding increase in traction forces with a delay of 30 s. The strong correlation between the duration of the calcium transient with both the magnitude and duration of traction force increase highlighted the strong coupling between the increase in calcium levels and the increase in traction forces. Taken together, these observations reveal the role of calcium in modulating contractility and maintaining a highly directed cell movement.
Conclusions
In this review, we have discussed three mechanobiology tools (AFM, MTC, and TFM) that are widely used for measuring the mechanical properties of living cells and have been combined with optical technologies for understanding mechanochemical signaling. The versatility of these methods can be gauged from the myriad of different experimental conditions where these tools have been employed, and the range of length and force scales these methods encompass. The capabilities of these methods have been greatly extended by combining them with imaging technologies that permit live-cell imaging and tracking of force-dependent dynamic processes. While we chose here to highlight only a few specific combinations of mechanobiological and optical tools, we anticipate that this kind of multimodal approach will represent an enormous growth area for the field of cellular mechanobiology. Potential examples include the use of TIRF imaging to track the conformation and assembly of specific molecules at the cell-ECM interface and the application of super-resolution imaging technologies to follow dynamic processes in living cells below the diffraction limit (Fernandez-Suarez and Ting, 2008) . It is also important to note that almost all of the examples discussed in this review feature 2D ECMs that differ in important ways from 3D ECMs encountered in tissues, where the effects of soluble factors, matrix metalloproteases, matrix composition, and stiffness are likely to be far more complicated. Hence, one of the major challenges in the field of mechanobiology involves the development of new tools for quantifying the mechanical phenotype of cells in 3D. Importantly, few of the methods currently used to probe single-cell mechanics and mechanotransduction, including those described in the first part of this review, are readily applicable to 3D culture. In principle, the optical modalities described in the second half of the review do not suffer from this limitation, which leads us to believe that these methods will play an increasingly important role in advancing the field over the next decade. This, in turn, may create the need for the development of new molecular probes and/or imaging modalities capable of interrogating living cells and tissues at the high spatial and temporal resolution needed to precisely follow mechanotransductive signaling. It may also spur the development of creative ways to extract mechanical information from preexisting dynamic processes. One such recently developed method is based on singlecell tracking in 3D for mapping out local matrix deformations and studying the interplay between contractile forces and matrix degradation (Bloom et al., 2008) . Another is the recent use of image correlation spectroscopy to predict the elastic properties of collagen ECMs by tracking the constituent fibers (Raub et al., 2008 ).
An inherent challenge in elucidating connections between mechanical force and signaling lies in the rich diversity of mechanotransductive pathways in living cells and the many ways in which force could potentially influence these pathways. The redundancy of different mechanotransduction pathways suggests that many of the mechanosensitive proteins may have multiple roles depending on their localization. For example, zyxin, paxillin, and other proteins have been shown to translocate from focal adhesions to the nucleus, and an important avenue of future research is to identify cues that could trigger such translocation (Hervy et al., 2006) . Similar to unfolding of cytoplasmic proteins like talin discussed here, force-dependent unfolding of ECM proteins such as fibronectin are also likely to play an important role in mechanotransduction (Vogel and Sheetz, 2009 ). In addition to focal adhesions and ion channels, recent literature also shows the role of cell-cell junctions in mechanosensing .
In conclusion, the development of new mechanobiology tools together with rapid advances in molecular biology holds great promise in contributing to our understanding of mechanotransduction and opening up new avenues for research.
